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(OIDD 652 – Spring 2016) 

Workshop on Design and Development of Web-Based Products and Services 

January 2016 
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Professor Karl Ulrich 
Jin-Ah Lee (TA) 

Slides for Monday Topics: 
Product development processes 
Innovation tournaments 
Opportunity Identification 
Mission statements 
Identifying customer needs 
Developing product concepts 
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Entrepreneurship & Innovation Course Portfolio 

OIDD 654 – Product Design and Development (652 reinforces VIDE, needs) 

OIDD 652 – Design of Web-Based Products and Services 

OIDD 614 – Innovation (652 reinforces tournaments, prototypes) 

MGMT 731 – Technology Strategy (652 reinforces: what is innovation, needs-pull) 
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innovation 
A new match between a solution and a need. 
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1.  Is the need real? 

2.  Does the solution meet the need? 

3.  Is the “customer” willing to pay more for the solution than it costs to 
deliver it? 

Value Creation in Innovation 

Price – Cost >> 0 



candidate.com  
•  Match voters and 

candidates on 
multiple issues 

•  Rank according to 
preferred 
solutions and 
level of 
importance 

Josh Woodford - Candidate.com 



Problem: Voters struggle to determine 
which candidates most closely align with 
their positions and values without spending 
significant time in the process 

Opportunity: Significantly decrease the amount 
of time required to learn about candidate’s 
posistions 

 
Customer Needs: 
- Candidate positions on important issues 
- Matching tool to streamline candidate 
selection 
- Basic biographical data on each 
candidate  
- Graphical presentation 
- User friendly interface 
 

Josh Woodford and Evan McMullin – OPIM 654 

candidate.com  



Concept 
•  Match voters and candidates on multiple issues 
•  Rank according to preferred solutions and level of importance 
•  Display in interactive graphical format 

 

candidate.com  

Josh Woodford and Evan McMullin – OPIM 654 



mycandidate.com 
Find your ideal candidate!  Enter your zip code or select your state: 

      Zip code: 
 



mycandidate.com 



Gender: 
 
 

Age: 
 
 

Address: 
 
 

Party Affiliation: 
 
 

Income: 
 
 

Education level: 

Male Female 

Before we return your results, please tell us a little about yourself: 

mycandidate.com 



mycandidate.com 



mycandidate.com 



mycandidate.com 



















CabStalker.com – Stop 
Waiting 



(December 2014 valuation $40B) 



Model of Success in Innovation 

Value = fn(Idea x Development x Exogeneous Factors) 
 
Success can be thought of as the result of the conjunction of idea quality, the 
development process, and the exogenous environmental factors. 

Source: Kornish, Laura J. and Ulrich, Karl T., The Importance of the Raw Idea in Innovation: Testing the Sow's Ear 
Hypothesis, to appear Journal of Marketing Research, Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2035643   

(“VIDE” model) 

Sow’s Ear Hypothesis: you can’t turn a sow’s ear into a silk purse…the idea is critical. 
 
Midas Hypothesis: the right team, process, and resources can turn any idea into gold. 
 
The Vegas hypothesis? 



Data from Darwinator for 2009 Workshop 
(using normalized/standardized scores, i.e. Z-score) 
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Expected Quality of Best Idea as Function of Number of Ideas 

Source:  
Approximation based on calculations from distribution of 
247 venture ideas from 47 individuals. 



Source: Laura J. Kornish and Karl T. Ulrich. 2011. Opportunity Spaces in Innovation: Empirical Analysis of Large Samples of Ideas. 
Management Science. Vol. 57, No. 1. 
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Early Prototypes are Associated with High Product Quality  
(in High-Uncertainty Environments) 

Plots created from data from research by Alan MacCormack. 
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Surowiecki’s  (Wisdom of Crowds) Principles applied to Multi-
Voting (e.g., “sticker voting”) 

§  Large sample. 
§  Independent evaluations. 

§  Use “shopping period” then simultaneous voting 
§  Mechanism for collecting and aggregating results. 

More Principles 
§  Average # votes (e.g., stickers) per item should be 5 to 10. 
§  Top-level question/criterion clearly thought out and clearly articulated 
§  Best for narrowing dozens or hundreds of options down to a few options 
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Concept Development (Needs + Concept) 
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Kano Diagram – Four Types of Needs 

Extent to which need is satisfied 

need 
fully 
met 

need 
not 
met at 
all 

Customer Satisfaction 

intense dissatisfaction 

delight 

1. don’t care 

2. linear 

4. latent needs 

3. must haves 
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Example Needs List 

The music player…

plays music I like. is available anywhere.
adapts to my preferences. provides audio via conventional speakers.

* adapts to my mood. provides audio via headphones.
learns from my actions. provides audio in car.

can be used while exercising.
keeps the music fresh. integrates with my existing hardware and software.

* introduces me to new music. goes mobile without a tether.
plays music in random sequence.

accesses my entire music collection.
! let's me learn about the music. provides access to specific music forever.

let's me know what other people think of the music.
teaches me about the song, artist, label, and/or genre. maintains my privacy.

* lets me control the music. * is affordable.
allows me to specify a desired mood. is inexpensive to acquire.
allows me to listen to specific songs. is inexpensive to use.
allows me to listen to specific artists.
allows me to listen to specific genres. * just works.
lets me skip songs I don't want to listen to.
lets me designate music that should never be played. plays music at high fidelity.
lets me reduce frequency of play of a song.
lets me increase frequency of play of a song. lets me share music with others.
allows me to predetermine a sequence of songs. lets me learn about music from others.

! lets me easily find and play music I have enjoyed previously.
plays voice/narrative.

plays video content associated with music. allows speed of play to be adjusted.
lets me access voice content easily.

Notes: 
•  usually 30-50 distinct needs. 
•  clustered according to similarity of need expressed. 
•  cluster headings called “primary needs” 
•  maintain original “voice of customer” as much as possible. 

“critical few” needs (N ~ 5) 

“latent” needs  
(N ~ 1-3) 

Detailed method: 
K.T. Ulrich and S.D. Eppinger 
Product Design and Development 
6th Edition, Irwin/McGraw-Hill, 2016 
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1.  Gather raw data from customers. 
•  Open-ended dialogue. 

•  What issues do you consider when choosing/buying? 

•  What products/services do you use now? 

•  Show us how you use the product/service. 

•  What do you like/dislike about existing product/service? 

•  Observation of customer in the “use environment.” 

2.  Interpret the raw data in terms of customer needs. 
•  Don’t lose specificity; preserve voice where possible. 

•  Think carefully about the underlying need being expressed. 

3.  Organize the needs into a hierarchy of primary, secondary, and (if necessary) 
tertiary needs. 

4.  Establish the relative importance of the needs. 
•  The “critical few.” 

•  “Latent” needs. 

Identifying Customer Needs 
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Concept Generation 
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Elements of the “Concept” for Web-Based Products and Services 

§  Core functionality (e.g., retail goods, provide credit scores, index information…) 

§  Platform (e.g., desktop, mobile, pure web vs. download) 

§  Delivery means (e.g., widget, rss feed, email, dedicated web page, app) 

§  Central use metaphor (e.g., search, radio station, desktop, newspaper, card deck) 

§  Key modes and features (e.g., “ratings mode” and “recommend mode”) 

§  Unique “hook” (e.g., “music genome” project) 

§  Key benefits (e.g., “no late fees”) 

§  Key features of business model (e.g., subscription, commission, advertising, 
referrals, fee for transaction) 
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Heuristics for Generating Concepts 

§  Decomposition based on functionality 
§ What are the functional elements of the product/service (e.g., “create play list”)? How would you solve just 

this sub-problem? 
§  Decomposition based on user needs 

§ Focus on just one need (one of critical few or one of latent needs). What would concept be that delivered 
just on that need? (e.g., “adapts to my tastes”) 

§  Decomposition based on process flow 
§ What process does the user go through in experiencing the product or service? What are the different ways 

to deliver this experience. (e.g., find, learn more, buy). 

§  Analogous sites 
§ “Pandora for cars” 
§ “Kayak for recipes” 

§  Simplest possible solution 
§  Individual and team “brainstorming” sessions 
§  Numerical targets 
§  Mix and match elements 
§  Feedback on quick prototype/mock-up 
§  How would Google do it? How would Apple do it? 


